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       13TH FEBRUARY / / 2020 / / ISSUE NUMBER 7 WILLEMSTAD GAZETTE ❄ NEWS FOR THE LAZY NAVAL ACTION PLAYER NAVAL ENSIGN OF THE RUSSIAN EMPIRE: THE CURRENT TOP DOG. Russia continues to dominate the Caribbean Fisherman Liq showing off his fab fishing ship GREGORY RAINSBOROUGH 13.02.2020 Swedish fishing fleet seizes Croata! On the 13th day of the 2nd month in the Year of GREGORY RAINSBOROUGH our Lord 2020, the Russian Empire continues to dominate the Caribbean as it has done so for 04.02.2020 months. A Swedish fishing fleet seized Croata in what many have dubbed the “greatest port battle of all time”. In a mad but brilliant move the Swedish used an unorthodox fleet composition which yielded extraordinary results. The fleet composition has been dubbed The new meta? a “ROVER swarm”. This is an acknowledgement of a small but well- known clan called ROVER currently in Prussia who excel in 6th rates and can often be seen roaming the Caribbean. “Death by a thousand cuts” being their mantra. The Swedish fishing fleet swarmed each British ship in turn destroying all but two. The defeat is and delivered a humiliating defeat upon them. The fishing fleet then unloaded their provisions for sale in Croata. The British unloaded their salt into the chat before swimming home. To watch the stream of the port battle, go here: https://www.twitch.tv/videos/546858256 IN THIS ISSUE BRITISH CIVIL WAR THE FREE CITY TROUBLE IN LOOMS FALLS! TRUXILLO! PAGE 1 13TH FEBRUARY / / 2020 / / ISSUE NUMBER 7 WILLEMSTAD GAZETTE ❄ FOREIGN AFFAIRS RVR SUMMARY British Civil War Looms RvR Roundup Camps for and against NATO form GREGORY RAINSBOROUGH 12.02.2020 GREGORY RAINSBOROUGH The war between Sweden and Great Britain is 12.02.2020 now ending with both sides willing to reach a peace. Sweden has accepted that rogue British players have accepted the fact that elements like BASTD will continue to they have lost the war against Sweden. The ferment dissent between the clans. Already Dutch Admiralty initially mediated between their propaganda machine is in overdrive the two sides but talks broke down. The trying to turn people against the peace deal Dutch pointed members of the Swedish and using alts to spread dissent in NATO Admiralty to sympathetic members of the nation chats. British Admiralty. Over the course of this week they have discussed terms to end the Russian efforts to force the Spain out by Swedish gains circled in blue current conflict. Most GB clans supported diplomatic means have failed and the noose the peace agreement which led to them being around Remedios continues to tighten. kicked from the anti-NATO Discord. Only Luckily for the Spanish the Swedes have two clans have stated they will not be bound offered them a lifeline in the Mosquito area. by the peace, CKA and BASTD. The rest have agreed terms for a cessation of The Prussians continue their advance in the hostilities. south east against the Dutch with mixed success. They suffer in the smaller The Swedes have decided to use their new engagements against the Dutch, but the gains to help one of the smaller nations on Prussian average player is generally more the map, Spain. The Spanish Empire will experienced than the Dutch average player now be moving to the Mosquito coast so that meaning that in larger engagements, they tend the Russians cannot knock them out of the to come out on top. war. Protected on both sides by NATO forces it will allow Spain to have a stable The Americans being unable to remove the shipbuilding area. The hope is that by pirates themselves looked to their overlords to settling Spain into these conquered ports it remove the pirates for them. This has now will bolster morale and prevent them from been achieved and the Americans have taken being wholly swallowed by Spain. I am sure BASTD’s behaviour is cited as main reason for change in possession of the ports on the East Florida British clans’ attitudes as they effectively handed the major the British will welcome their new yellow crafting port of Truxillo to Sweden without a fight. coast. neighbours with glee! NATO NEWS The Free City Falls! GREGORY RAINSBOROUGH 11.02.2020 To the dismay of all free peoples the free city of Jobe has finally fallen. The pirates have sworn to avenge this loss. The pirates have now committed themselves to NATO and the first demonstration of unity was yesterday when NATO forces prevented the Russian port battle fleet from reaching Saint-Nicholas. NATO screening for GB? Why on Earth would you do such a thing?! Two reasons. This overused picture being used yet again. The first is that by taking Saint-Nicholas it would have allowed the Russians to raise hostility against Baracoa which would have knocked the pirates out of the anti-Russian alliance. Secondly, the British have split into two with some clans wishing to end the war with NATO. Anti-NATO forces promised to give Saint-Nicholas to the Russians while pro- NATO forces wanted to defend the port. PAGE 2 13TH FEBRUARY / / 2020 / / ISSUE NUMBER 7 WILLEMSTAD GAZETTE ❄ SNOW DISCORD HTTPS://DISCORD.GG/98CKZUD ADVERTISE HERE (OR ELSEWHERE) FOR 10K DOUBLOONS! Contact Gregory Rainsborough on Game-Lab Forums or in-game for details. Advert space subject to availability and appropriateness and subject to approval of Editor. All adverts welcome including from nations currently in active hostility with the United Provinces. PAGE 3 13TH FEBRUARY / / 2020 / / ISSUE NUMBER 7 WILLEMSTAD GAZETTE ❄ PORT BATTLE DRAMA Trouble in Truxillo! GREGORY RAINSBOROUGH aggressors side and generate hostility for them but players 12.01.2020 from the nation cannot grind hostility against their own The server has been watching with amusement in ports, hence the need for some cases and horror in others, as the Swedish Russian aid. snake has slithered Truxillo. We were all expecting the clash of the titans! The reality was The alt clan CRC took the much more disappointing as the British decided to port from the British. safeguard their crafting port from the oncoming However to the amusement Swedes using an alt. HMS Saltpetre used his of the entire server the alt Swedish alt to begin a hostility mission as CRC. clan had no money in the BASTD leader Grundgemunkey admits the use of an alt to flip Truxillo The Russians clan REDS than grinded the hostility clan warehouse and the port for them so that they could flip the port Swedish. was promptly dropped For those unaware of the mechanic. At the moment giving the Swedes the any nation can join hostility missions on the opportunity to again take it. AMUSING GLITCHES Topsy turvy Fleets flip and we are given an Implacable by the developers GREGORY RAINSBOROUGH 11.02.2020 Servers were rolled back today after the ships in Naval Action decided to drink too much Red Bull and entered battle instances mid air. So many players died as a result of this that the devs shut down the servers, hotfixed the problem and then reset the server to where it had been after maintenance. As compensation for time lost the developers gifted players a 5/5 rare implacable which can be redeemed in the Rewards, Gifts and DLC section. Ships fly with enough Red Bull STATE OF THE NATION Past week of Dutch RvR GREGORY RAINSBOROUGH The Prussians are seeking to push further 12.02.2020 West into the heart of Dutch territory. The beacons have been lit and one way The Russians finally took Sinamaica this week or another they will be turned back. the despite the best efforts of Dutch captains. The Prussians attempted to raise Pampatar Russians were able to destroy the screening and then but were destroyed by a quickly the port battle fleet. The Russians have opened a assembled ragtag fleet. Fortunately the dialogue with the Dutch admiralty offering terms for wind was on our side and at least nine of a ceasefire. The matter is currently being discussed the ten 1st rates rates were destroyed, one between and in between clans on the best course of was unaccounted for. action. The terms are described as favourable to the Dutch but some clans’ express reservations about Rumours that SNOW is planning to Unity Brings Strength aspects of the deal that limit OW PvP. leave the nation are untrue. PAGE 4 
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